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SATELLITE STRUCTURAL STUDY ON THE FAYOLLE PROPERTY
Laval, Canada April 29, 2008 - Typhoon Exploration Inc. (« Typhoon ») announces that it has
just received the results of the satellite structural survey for the Fayolle property.
The Fayolle showing appears to be associated to major structural corridors. As mentioned in the
previous news release, the showing is an ellipsoid developed between two major brittle structures
intersected by more discreet north by south structures. For the most part, the north by south
structures are highly enriched with gold in the Fayolle area as already observed in the
Bousquet 2 and Doyon mines region.
It is noteworthy that this structural signature shows up in many places on the property. The
presence of targets bearing the same signature as the Fayolle showing considerately increases
the potential of new discovery on the entire property. Many of these new targets are located in
unexplored sectors. Note that one of them coincides with the Vang showing sector where few
drilling exploration has occurred. The extensive spread of these major structural corridors on the
property suggests C-S fabric type structures.
To resume, it would appear to be an envelope lacerated intermittently and intersected by graded
sigmoids. The results of the survey done by the firm Earthmetrix of Rouyn-Noranda shows
great promise for the future of the Fayolle property..
Mr. Robert Gagnon, P. Geo., Technical Advisor, a Qualified Person as defined by National
Instrument 43-101, supervised the preparation of the information in this news release.
The shares of Typhoon Exploration are listed on the Venture Stock Exchange under the
symbol «TOO».
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